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ON THE SUBFACTORS
RELATED TO GROUP ACTIONS

Jeong Hee Hong

Introduction

After V. Jones's work ([4]) on index for subfactors, the classsification 

of the subfactors of a type JJj factor has been one of the central subjects 

in the theory of operator algebras.

In the theory of subfactors, principal graphs and, more generally, 

paragroups of in사usions are most important invariants for finite index 

subfactors with trivial relative commutants (see [2], [9], [1이). Unfor

tunately, -direct computation of the principal graphs is quite difficult 

even for the subfactors constructed explicitly. Fbr this reason, several 

authors have tried to understand a moie managable case about sub

factors associated to crossed product construction by group actions, 

more generally Hopf algebra actions ([3], [9], [14]). In particular, for 

crossed products by a finite group, it is well-known that finite group 

theory and the representation theory of groups determine the principal 

graphs ([이, [7]).

D. Bisch and U. Haagerup have recently investigated in [1] a class of 

subfactors PH U P x K, where the finite groups H and K act outeily 

on a hyperfmite type factor P. By using bimodule techniques, 

they studied the properties like irreducibility, finite depth (see [2] for 

the definitions), amenability, and strong amenab고ity (in the sense of 

S. Popa in [13]) of the inclusion. Also they were succesful to provide 

various examples of subfactors. In spite of those examples of subfactors, 

it is still difficult to sketch the explicit algorithm of the paragroups 

for PH C P x K as in the case of crossed products construction, 

for example F C P x G by a finite group G outer action. In this 

paper, we are going to compute the basic construction of the inclusion
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PH C PxK. when P is an arbitrary type 11^ factor. As a consequence, 

this will provide a better understanding of the principal graphs for the 

inclusion.

The author would like to express her sincere thanks to Professor Wo

jciech Szymanski of the University of Newcastle for valuable discussions 

and helpful comments.

2.Preliminaries

2.1 Group actions and subfactors

Let P be a type II\ factor with a unique normalized trace r. Let 

H and K be finite groups acting outerly on P via

a : K ——> Awf(P) and 0 : H ——> Aut(P) 

respectively. In this section we quote some preliminary materials and 

fix notations which will be needed in the sequel.

1 Identities in all algebras will be denoted by I. The complex 

numbers are denoted by C. And C\G\ denotes the complex 

group algebra of a finite group G.

2 For s € a$(£)= (x G P), where s is viewed as a

unitary element implementing the automorphism as . Then 

p X。K = Xss I x3 e P}.

3 Similarily,饥(z) = hxh~A (x € P), for h E H. Then PH 

denotes the fixed point algebra of P under the action /?.

4 The vector space Tv ° of linear functionals on C[K] is a Hopf 

*— algebra dual to K. Then there is a dual action a of K° on 

P x q K、defined by

= xk(s)s^ ior s E K, and x G P,

when k is an element of KG. Then the dual crossed product is 

given by

(F xaK)xa K° 哩 R = {J2 ytPt \ytePxQ K},
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whe:e pt denotes the minimal projection in Ji°. Hence

R = {工 %tspt I x3it e P}, 

s,tEK

and &k(p$) = kpjL = p為 for k € K°.

Since the involved actions are outer, it is well-known that and 

PxqK are type factors with = CI, Pf Q(P〉jK) = CI.

Let G be the group generated by H and K in the outer automorphisms 

Out(P) = Aut(P)/Int(P\ where Znt(P) denotes the set of inner au

tomorphisms of P. It is shown that some properties of the inclusion 

can be expressed in terms of properties of the group G、by using the 

bimodule techniques ([1]). In 난lis article, our aim is to study the in

clusion

PH CP xaK.

based on the representation theory of finite groups. Since C P C 

P xQ K)the Jones index ([4]) of the inclusion is

IP〉E K : PH] = [P xQ K : P][P : PH] =

where | -1 denotes the order of a group.

2.2 The algebra Px

At first we describe the algebra P\, with the help of Y. Nakagami and 

M. Takesaki^s duality theorem in [8] and some results in [10]. We denote 

by £2(k)the Hilbert space, whose inner product < a, 6 >— <p(b*a) 

with the Haar trace 夕 of K (a, b £ K). Also we denote by E^nJ(£2(A")) 

the C*— algebra of linear endomorphisms of £2(Ji).

Lemma 2.1 [10]. Let Q = (7i, K°}f Q Pl 7 where f denotes the 

cominuta.nts. Then the following hold.

1 The subalgebra {K KQ}f, of generated by K and K°r is 

isomorphic to End(£2(K)).

2 There is a *— isomorphism from P onto Q, given by x 

Es€a- Ois(x)ps, forxeP.
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Proof. Note that K° acts on K via k • s = k(s)& for s C K and 

k € 7k°. Thus the crossed product algebra is K x KG = {K, K°}〃. 

Then there is a *— isomorphism from K x K。onto End(£^(K)). This 

gives the first assertion.

For the second assertion, choose q = £$ 十 xs^spt G Q, with x3it E P. 

꼬hen q commutes with K if and only if xir-i rs = ar(xr-it)s) for 

€ K. Also q commutes with K° if and only if x3 s-\t = 0 for 

s(尹 e).t € K. Therefore Q = as(.x)Ps\x £ P)« Then the map 

given by x i - as(x)ps determines a *— isomorphism from P 

onto Q, for x P.

The following theorem is essentially the Duality theorem of Y. Nak- 

agami and M. Takesaki ([8]).

Theorem(Duality Theorem). P1 Q ® End(£2(K)).

Proof, It follows from 난la fact 1 of Lemma 2.1 that P、으 P 区 
End(£2(K)). Therefore, by the fact 2 of Lemma 2.1, R 읏 Q ® 
E 展(£%k)).

2.3 An action a of H on R

To estabilish a crossed product of P、by 目)we define an action a 

of on as follows;

DEFINITION 2.1. For h E the action : H ——> Aut^Pi) is 

defined by

1 하」、s) = s, for s & K,

2 S(P$) = ps, for s £ K,

3 曰= EmkQ's(&3))03, for X eP.

From now on, 8a^ denotes the Kronecker's delta as usual.

Proposition 2.1. If x e P, then we have

o%(w) = Also o% : H ——> Aut(Pi) is outer if

h尹e.
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Proof. Let x 6 P. Then

b/r) = b认尸 £Ps)

=。시£%(@丁 ($))2시

= 22 이加。；"))加3

s€ A'
=伉 a；i)(W"s

sEK

by the property 3 in Definition 2.1. The outerness of a now comes from 

the outerness of a and 3,

Therefore, the crossed p호oducw al엉ebra

Px xa H ~ { £ xs4^Pth\xs^t h E P}

is a type II、factor. Note that the normalized trace Tr on Pi xa H is 

given by

Tr(xspth) = 3导a$,e膈,牛 for x G P.

where r denotes the normalized trace on P.

3.The Jones tower for PH C P xQ K

3.1 The Jones basic construction

In this section, we are going to show that R xff H is the desired 

basic construction for PH C P xaK under a proper assumption. In or

der to compute the basic construction for PH C P xa K, it is enough 

to find the Jones projection for the inclusion. Note that the corrre- 

sponding Jones projection lies in the relative commutant algebra of 

pH in the basic construction. We need the following observations for 

the element's form of the Jones projection.
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Lemma 3.1. Let s,t e K, h e H, and 6 be an arbitrary outer action 
of K on P. If 存,"e P satisfies xSjt>Zl0(y) = yxs)/)fc for all y e PH, 

then there is a function us>t,h : K x K x H —> ZY(P) (J{0} such that

0(，)= u，,成％，,"旳括r all y € PH,

whenever 七丄邙 丰 0. Here "(F) denotes the set of unitaries in P.

Proof. For s.t E K and h e H, let 赫0(g)=泌旳t,h for G P,

y € pH- Then 0(y)x^t h = x* t h 饥 by taking the adjoint of both sides. 

Since

• Xs」,h0(g) = X*s<t<hy • xs^h = 0{y)x* t hxs,t>h, 

we see that

[e(PH)]fQPor 厂* h)e(PH)'Qji = CJ

.Hence, there is a scalar X EC and a unitary 也球,方 € "(尸)U{。} such 

that 工= 乂比$丄,he if 丰 0*

Thus,工$,t,h0(y) = M書般(矿)and yxs4ik = It now follows

that us or 0(y) = 한二盘；시“、h・

Due to Lenima 3.1, we now give an explicit proof of the following 

fact, described in [1] without proof. T will denote the torus.

Proposition 3.1. There is a 2-cocycle u?: ^HnK)x(HnK) —> T 

such that {PHy p](P X"K) 으 C^\HK], the complex group algebra 

twisted by 3

Proof. Let £云K 3 G (PH)f Q(P xa 71), with xs 6 F. If y € PHy 

then

£ • g = g • £ xss. or £ xsas(y)s - £ 卯、$$•

s£k A sG A

So we have 腿七(，)=yxs for all s E K. By Lemma 3.1, there exists 

a unitary element us E P such that a3(y) = u*yus^ if us 尹 0. Thus 

工*;y = and so E (尸")丫[尸 으 C if 幻 寸二 0. Therefore 
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xs = Xsus for some Xs e C, if us 丰 0. This implies that usas(y) = y 

fbr y E 尸气 or adu3a3 € Q{PHP) = 0(H). Here Q{PHdenotes 

난Galois group of the in시usion PH C F (see [5]). Hence there is a 

h E H such that 熾=adu3oc3^ i.e., as = % in Out(P), for s E K and 

h C H. In other words,

(PH)' Q(P xQ K) = {£： X3u3s\s e H Q K in Out(P)}.

On 난比 other hand, if y G PH, then

usutu^tyiLstu^ = 3；亳「七板)(?/) = y

This implies that usutu^t G (PH)f A = CI. Therefore there is a 

2-cocycle u : (if A X) x A K) —> T, given by usut = 3(邑以顼， 

such that
(PHy n(P X„ K)으(시丑 n K\.

This completes the p호。。f.

The following corollary comes immediately.

Corollary 3.1. PH C Pxa/C is irreducible if and only if H= 

{e} in Oitt(P), ^vhere e denotes the neutral element of the group(구.

From now on, we assume that H = (e} in Out(P). Under this 

assumption, the unitaries 先 in Lemma 3.1 also determine the form 

of elements in (PH)Z Q(Pi xa H).

Lemma 3.2. If H(^)K = (e} in Out(P)? then every element of the 

algebra (P")‘ Q(Pi H) has the form

〉]人」」七如,£,力$]史“(人€ C).

Proof. Let y G PH commute with £旳圮心旬 %3Pth € R〉為目, 

with E P• Then we have

y E fhhspth = E E、h§Pth，・y

s^tEK.heH
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implies that

y • %t,hspji - h~x = 22 xs,t,h^Pthy - L

s,tEK,hEH s,teK,hEH

= E x34,hspt<Th(y)

= £ 冲(，)*

MKhEH

=£ xs^hs[^(ag^ha-l)(y)pg]pt 

5,t€A,feeH gel<

=8gJ 〉匚 工$LiiS(atlM食七)(y)pt

s.teK.heH

= 8g,t 〉[ *s,£jq$((서〃/"8 )(g))spt

s,<GK\/iGH

= 8g,t 〉[ 工 3〕,h(°顷 BhOt )(g)$Z차,

$,t£K,h，EH

by the property 3 of Definition 2.1 and the fact that pt € P1. Thus, 

for all syt e K and h C H、we have yxSitih = $邑们认。砒印a「')(g). 

Then, by Lemma 3.1, there are unitaries uSjtjh £ 허(尸)1丿｛。｝ such that 

(a”/寿= u* t hyusJth, if uStt,h 尹 0. Therefore

Ts,t,hU；,t,hgs,t,h = yxs,t,h, °r ⑶=yxs,t,hu*!tth.

i.e. x34thU* ^h e (PHY (]P = CI , and so we see that xs4jh = 

for some scalar 入This completes the proof.

Note that the trace preserving conditional expectation E : P xaK —> 

PH is given by

E(»s) = ■吳矽k(£ 3)=嘔(肅=Z 但(%),

where e denotes the neutral element of a group G. Also, the trace 

preserving conditional expectation F : R xa H —> P xa K is given 

by I

F( 工읍Pth) =〔2 SL 

s,teK,heH ' '
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We nowin a similar way. We now can determine the Jones projection due to 

Lemma 3.2, i.e., it has of the fbmih£H〉3」"心上§佻奴 with 

入.七七/，6 C.sj.ll

Proposition 3.2. Let = {e} in Out(P) Then

1 = j? 5L Peh C PiH 
丨 * heH

is the Jones projection for PH C P xa K.

Proof, Since pt commutes with h £ H、the straightforward compu

tation gives that q is a projection in Pi xa H. Also, q commutes with 

pH. Indeed, for y 6 I서,

；• g = i打〉］ypJi = 4tE 血.

I I heH I 1 hen

But hype = C4(g)如e =沥心尸)(，加•血=

(q)hptpe =如e0h(g)hpe =，力，e, for y G PH. Therefore,

'十击信严 = 翕기g = = E

because y E P and pe £ PL

It now suffices to show qzq = E(z)q for z E P xa K. Let x3s G
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P xa 7i, with xs E P. Then

1 b r
q{xas)q - --J 2,^ Pert - xss peg 

I 印 h,geH 

i늠 £ hPe - xas - peg 

h,gGH 

= 7^72 Z2 hXs ' 恥이Pe - 9 

冋 h、g£H

济 £ h&・ sps-iPe；

冋 hi9€H

1 、广
= 声 2丿 이」、%)hgpe 

冋 h,gE

= %e 洁在 52 [£：(a〃気 a尸 )(Ze)Z시/0Pe

'비 h’g타i t£K

= &,ej£|2 52 (£3t0h&?V、Te)hgptPe

U끼 h,g£H t£K

=%e毎,e「丄 52 9h(M)hgPe

=&e&e[商 £ 幼(丁e)] •比亓 £ Pehg] 

冋 늩I 冋 h 나H

=E{xss)q.

This completes the proof.
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Note that

财=喘記)=誹嘉5=青淑

^[P xaK : P11]-1!,

and

m滸袴以)=静咯e = W\W\

= [Px°K：pH「i

Now we are in a position to conclude the basic construction for PH C 

P xa K.

THEOREM 3 L Let H (^K = {e} in Out(P). The basic construc

tion 호 the 访시usion Q P xa K is isomorphic to Pi xa H

Proof.. By Proposition 3.2, the projection q C P\H satisfies

1 ?e(PHy,

2 E(g) = LPK :

where F denotes the trace preserving conditional expectation from 

P】x° H onto P xQ K. Then it follows from [4] (or [11]) that P1 xa H 

is isomorphic to 난le basic construction for P" Q P xQ K.

3.2 The Jones tower

Let Mt = PH, MQ - P xQ K and A/x = = P、xa H,

where e_i denotes the cor res pon di ng Jones projection for the inclusion 

M-i C Mq. Note that r)s (s g K). given by

尸)=xtprs-i, for x 色 G A,

determines an outer action t] : K ——> Aut(R).

LEMMA 3.3. P xQ K — Mq = (R)" , the fixed point algebra, under 

the action i] of K on R.

Proof. Since rj fixes P 히id s C K, it is clear that PxaK Q (Pi)A C 

Pi，Thus we have

[」P1 ：(R)K] = [R :P〉q 知 니K|,
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and so [(R)" : P xa A] = 1. Hence, the result follows from the 

properties of Jones index (see [4]).

With the help of Lenima 3.3, we conclude that there are outer actions

: H —> Aut(P^^K ——> Aut(P1),

such that Mq = (R)* U Pf H = This situation is exactly 

like AJt C Mo , when M-i is replaced by Mo, Mo replaced by Mi, 

P replaced by Pi, K replaced by H、and H replaced by K. The 

next result follows immediately after repeating the same process as in 

Section 3.1. Also note that there is a dual action a of the dual Hopf 

*— algebra HQ on Px H,

Proposition 3.3. Let P2 = (R xa H) xa H。. 꼬h이l Ps(s g K), 

given by

1 Ps(h) = h, for h e H,

2 Ps(Ph) = Ph for h e H,

3 ps(x) = 灰H(a"sbL)(c)pA, for a- G Pi,

4 Ps(£heH 이心)函 = EheH，가心2))Ph, for x E Pi, 

determines an outer action p of K on P2 such that M2 — Pi xp K.

For the Jones tower, we use P x K instead oi P xQ K by dropping 

the involved actions in our notations, since no confusion is possible.

Corollary 3.2. Let

Mt =呼，虹=P x K and Mn =〈机一詩宀)，

where en denotes the corresponding Jones projection for A/n_2 C 

(n > 0). Then

으 Pin x 71,

A 知+i 스 /如너口 x H、

^here P2n = xK)xK° and P2n^ =(P“xH)x H° (n >0).

Here the involved actions on Pn arc as described in Theorem 3.L

Proof. The result follows from Theorem 3.1 and 3.2, inductively.
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